1. Thoroughness:

- **2 pts** - Student tried nearly all problems AND showed appropriate amounts of work for each.
- **1 pt** - Student tried nearly all problems BUT lacked appropriate amounts of work for several.
- **1 pt** - Student skipped more than 10% of problems BUT showed appropriate amounts of work for those that were there.
- **0 pts** - Student skipped more than 10% of problems AND lacked appropriate amounts of work for those that were there.

2. Correctness and Understanding:

- **2 pts** - Randomly selected problems show complete, correct work AND clear understanding of concepts.
- **1 pt** - Randomly selected problems show incomplete or incorrect work BUT clear understanding of concepts.
- **1 pt** - Randomly selected problems show complete, correct work BUT unclear understanding of concepts.
- **0 pts** - Randomly selected problems show incorrect or incomplete work AND unclear understanding of concepts.

3. Organization:

- **1 pt** - Entire assignment is neatly written and not crowded. Diagrams are shown or recopied whenever used.
- **0 pts** - Over 25% of assignment is sloppily written and/or crowded and/or diagrams are lacking.